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In recognition and honour of the supreme Great War sacrifices made by Learö, Venice, and Eric Hackett.  They do not pass un-remarked.
The digitisation, from 2009 onwards, of the 1901 and 1911 census returns for Ireland has resulted in instant online access to same for parties interested in their contents for multifarious reasons.​[2]​
In the experience of the writer of the present account, the electronic archiving of the two early twentieth century censuses has been of remarkable assistance (not least because the contents of the two sets of documents were previously difficult to access) in helping to establish, within a framework to be herewith directly specified, various central foundation stones upon which different levels of detail can be fashioned, on a case by case basis, depending on distinct and varying additional factors.  That context is the capacious ensemble of Irish men and women who volunteered their services to the British Army and its ancillary detachments throughout the inordinately protracted conduct of the Great War.
In relation to a very small sub-group of same, the subjects, in fact, of the current article, it was, undoubtedly, the wealth of information contained in the first of the population tallies just detailed that provided a pertinent starting point around which further research and analysis of the nature, circumstances, and experiences of the three war-destined Hackett siblings from Clonmel could be firmly anchored within the unique fabric of their own family ancestry and background.
The following appending particulars regarding the (then) residents of 2, Bellevue Place,​[3]​ from the above named city in County Tipperary, have been readily garnered from the 1901 Irish Census report.
  Edward Augustus and Emilie L. Hackett​[4]​ had six children.  They were Learö, aged sixteen at the time of the census remittance, Venice, fourteen, Geraldine, eleven, Eric, five, and twins, Alma and Edward, one.  In a noteworthy aside, sadly, and, by any standards, unusually, upon the later respective deaths, in 1945 and 1935​[5]​, of the Hackett parents, they had been pre-deceased, in the case of Emilie, by three of her sons and two of her daughters, and, in the case of Edward A., by all of his children​[6]​.  
Geraldine​[7]​, Alma​[8]​, and Edward​[9]​, like their siblings, as has been noted immediately above, died prematurely, in each case, of different ‘civilian’ ailments and traumas, between the years 1915 and 1943.  Learö, Venice, and Eric, sharing similar ultimate fates, forfeited their lives on​[10]​, in close proximity to​[11]​, or as a direct consequence of having previously been engaged in armed combat at one of the many battle-grounds of the First World War’s Western Front.​[12]​ All killed in action within the two year time-frame 1916-1918, these war-engaged Hacketts were just three of the more than nine million military and medical personnel, from both sides of the divide, slain during the four year conflict​[13]​.  
The purpose of the present composition is, firstly, and specifically, to provide a brief bibliographic framework within which Learö, Venice, and Eric Hackett can be contextualised for the purpose of further analysis, and secondly, and of equal relevance, to conduct a more detailed assessment of the individual and collective Great War contributions of all three siblings.  It is hoped that the documentation of same will, in some small way, salute the circumstances of their passing and, perhaps, finally ‘bring them home’ in the very real sense of those words.
The parents of the six siblings, as has previously been noted, were Edward Augustus and Emilie Elliott Hackett, nee Hen(d) ry.  
To date, details regarding Emilie Hackett nee Hen(d)ry are difficult to ascertain.  The following, however, has been established​[14]​.  She was born on 15 January 1866.  Her father was Captain John W. Hen(d)ry, Royal Navy, probably from Ballyshannon in County Donegal.  Her mother was Margaret Alice (original family name unknown), apparently born in Cork in (approximately) 1834. Emilie married Edward A. Hackett on 28 August 1883, when she was only seventeen, in Saint Saviour’s Cathedral, Pietermaritzburg, Natal, Southern Africa.​[15]​  Between 1884 and 1899, and moving households several times throughout, as Edward Augustus’s various working engagements dictated, from Pietermaritzburg in Natal to Milngavie in Scotland, and from the North Riding of County Kerry to the South Riding of County Tipperary, upon which time the family settled in Clonmel, Emilie, as has previously been remarked, gave birth to six children.  Poignantly, quite apart from the obvious reasons recently specified, Emilie died in Avoca, County Wicklow, on 15 January 1935, the day, in fact, of her sixty ninth birthday.
Facts pertaining to the circumstances of Edward A. Hackett’s upbringing and later personal, work-related, and family life are infinitely more numerous.  Those that specifically relate to the three of his six children identified as the main subjects of the current article will, of course, be considered in more detail as the individual and collective fates of the principles unfold.  
Edward Augustus, born on 1 December 1859, was the fifth, and youngest, son of Thomas and Henrietta Hackett (nee Fawcett) of Castletown Park in Ballycumber, County Offaly.​[16]​  The Hacketts, listed in Burke’s Irish Family Records, ​[17]​as, indeed, were the owners of similar landed estates elsewhere the country, were an Anglo-Irish ascendency family who had originally located to Ireland in the seventeenth century.  The lineage branch from which Edward Augustus was descended had settled immediately outside Ballcumber in County Offaly where they established hereditary title to the stately Georgian mansion and demesne they called, as noted immediately above, Castletown Park.
With primary and masters degrees in Engineering, and having initially ‘served his time’ at various locations abroad while he established himself solidly within his chosen profession, Edward Augustus spent the majority of his working life back in Ireland, engaged as a county surveyor, briefly, and first, for North Kerry and, later, for a significantly longer time period, for Tipperary South Riding.​[18]​ He remained in the latter position for over thirty years, until his retirement in 1920, at which time he was sixty one and his erstwhile war-bound children, Eric, Learö, and Venice, were already four and two years dead respectively.
According to a wide variety of reputable sources, ​[19]​ Edward Augustus Hackett was, consistently throughout his long and varied tenures as same, a pioneering and ‘thoroughly modern’ engineer, forever willing, and unafraid, to embrace change.  He was, according to those same accounts, and, as has just been noted, at all times, a keen advocate of the ‘most scientific and up-to-date (building) methods’​[20]​ when various road and other construction projects were being carried out in the districts that comprised whichever of the many professional remits that made up what has since been widely regarded as his extensive and illustrious career in both the private and public sectors at home and abroad.
Upon his retirement, Edward, Emilie, and his two surviving children, Geraldine and Alma, returned to County Offaly where he, for the first time since his earlier days as a young, single man, and his remaining family, took up residence in Castletown House. The exact nature of the circumstances that precipitated his inheritance of the Estate and subsequent home-coming at this point in his life are, as yet, unclear. He was, after all, as has previously been observed, the fifth, and youngest brother, of seven siblings. 
What is established beyond doubt is that Edward, his wife, and two daughters, came back to his family home at the beginning of the 1920s so that he could take over the running of the stately home’s attendant farm upon the death of his oldest brother, William, to whom the substantial holding had originally been endowed.​[21]​  Upon the occasion of William’s passing, it is worth recording, Edward had three extant older brothers, all of whom were, by all accounts, in robust physical and mental health.  It might have been assumed, therefore, that the sizeable Hackett demesne would, most likely, revert to the eldest of these.  However, further cursory investigation reveals that at least one, and, according to an entry in ancestry.com., possibly two of them, were Church of Ireland clergymen. ​[22]​  This, perhaps, at least partially explains why he, the youngest male heir, was the inheritor of his family’s substantial holding in Ballycumber following the bereavement just outlined.  Such an inheritance arrangement, for example, if that, in fact, is what transpired at the time, would at least have ensured that the hereditary entitlement to the domain remained, simply and safely, within the Hackett family and was not in any way legally ‘complicated’ through a potential stipendiary privilege assumed by the Church of Ireland locally and, indeed, in a wider context, should the property have been bequeathed to either of Edward’s ordained older brothers.  It is, however, at best, an incomplete, and, therefore, unsatisfactory, explanation of how and why he, the youngest extant male heir to the Hackett holding in County Offaly, came to inherit the house and its attendant manorial land. 
However it came to pass, Edward Hackett’s first and, ultimately, last permanent residence, his ancestral domain, once described in an article by Kevin Myers as ‘the noble Castletown House’, together with its attached acreage​[23]​, regrettably, for the property and, indeed, all appreciators of Georgian architectural heritage then and subsequently, was requisitioned by the Land Commission in 1938.  That authority thereupon, ‘for the princely sum of £30, sold it to Offaly County Council’. ​[24]​  The Council subsequently proceeded to demolish the house, recycling its granite to facilitate the manufacture of reinforcement bed-rock for use in the construction of the (then) new Ferbane to Ballycumber road.
Ten years earlier, in 1928, the fifth of Edward’s children, his daughter, Alma, died in childbirth, together with her newborn son.​[25]​  She was buried, beside her mother and her twin, Edward Fawcett, in the family plot at Liss cemetery in Ballycumber.  
Two years before his death, Edward’s sole surviving child, Geraldine, then aged fifty one, died of cancer in 1943.​[26]​ She, too, was buried with her mother and siblings in the cemetery adjoining Liss Church.
Edward Augustus Hackett spent the remaining years of his life at Woodenbridge in County Wicklow.  He died on 2 February 1945.  He was the last member of his family to be buried in the family grave at Liss cemetery.  Unfortunately, because there was no family member left to attend to it, his name is not entered on the Hackett headstone.  It is a solitary absence.  His wife and six children, including the two soldier brothers, one buried and one unaccounted for, on the Great War’s Western Front, are all listed on the grave’s marker.
To a large extent, the Hacketts from the frequently aforementioned small town in County Offaly have, essentially, disappeared from local memory there.
Today, sadly, for surviving family members and local history/architecture enthusiasts, the only indication that Castletown House ever stood sentinel over the Hackett Estate in Ballycumber is ‘a broken line of trees (that) reminds visitors where the drive once ran.’ ‘Of their house, there is no trace and the parkland…has…largely reverted to scrub.’​[27]​  
Up until their untimely deaths as a direct consequence of their participation in the First World War effort, however, the three Hackett siblings, Learö, Venice, and Eric, led full, exciting, daring, eventful, selfless, brave, inspiring lives that deserve to be placed within appropriate frames of reference and then documented and archived, thereby singularly honouring their individual and collective enduring and, of course, ultimate, sacrifices on behalf of same.  As earlier noted, that is, in essence, the intent of the current paper.
The known, albeit incomplete, details regarding the ancestry of the three Hackett siblings’ parents so recently outlined were, it is intended, the first steps in the process of contextualising each, as promised, for the purpose of further analysis and debate.
With reference to Learö, Venice, and Eric Hackett, and in order of age for the purpose of classification, their personal details and Great War contributions are as follows.
Learö Aylmer Henry Hackett, the oldest of the six siblings, was born on 22 June 1884, most likely​[28]​ at Estcourt, Nathal, Southern Africa, where his parents were then residing.  Edward Augustus, interestingly, and his wife, Emilie, were in Southern Africa at the time of Learö’s birth because his father was, at that point, mid way through a four year job he had undertaken for the Natal Government Railway, firstly as an engineering draughtsman and subsequently as an assistant resident engineer on a ‘heavy line’ stretch of the lengthy project.​[29]​
In 1886, Learö spent the summer of his second year with his parents in the West of Ireland. This was because, throughout those months, his father was overseeing the building of a series of small piers and roads on some of the islands offshore from that stretch of the mainland’s coastline.​[30]​
Later in that same year, he went with his parents to Glasgow in Scotland.  For approximately another year, until September 1887, the family remained living in that location throughout the period when Edward Augustus was employed as the contractor’s engineer on the Craigmaddie reservoir for the city’s Corporation Waterworks.​[31]​  Learö’s sister, Venice, was born in 1887​[32]​, while the family was still residing in Glasgow.
A few months after Learö’s third birthday, in September 1887, Edward Augustus, having taken first place in Kerry’s surveyorship examination, ​[33]​ returned to Ireland with his family, moving to that region because he had been appointed County Surveyor for its North Riding with immediate effect.  The Hackett family settled in Kerry for a period of approximately two years.  
In July 1889, when Learö was five years old, Edward Augustus was transferred from the county surveyorship of Kerry’s North Riding to that of Tipperary’s South Riding.  Thereupon, he and his family took up residence in Clonmel.  As previously observed in another context, the South Tipperary town was to remain the home of the Hackett family for a period of just over thirty subsequent years.
A few months before his seventh birthday, in March 1891, Learö’s sister, Geraldine, was born in Clonmel.​[34]​  
When Learö was eleven years old, his third sibling, his first brother, Eric, was born, also in Clonmel.​[35]​
Four years later, when he was fifteen, Learö’s fourth and fifth siblings, twins, Alma​[36]​ and Edward Fawcett,​[37]​ were born, like the previous two, in Clonmel.  Although they cannot have known it at the time, the Hackett family, parents and six children, was now complete.  Fortunately, too, from the position of hindsight, they were equally unaware of the fact that, later still, none of the siblings would live beyond the age of fifty two, five out of six of them, in fact, would be dead before they reached middle age.  At the time of the twins’ birth, all of those sad events were still part of the (fortunately) unknown future.
At the time of writing this article, no further details regarding the early years of Learö’s life have been uncovered.  That remains an ongoing ‘work in progress.’  All emerging and unearthed facts regarding same, of course, will be added to the existing narrative as and when they are uncovered, examined, assessed, and collated.  Known and verified details regarding the later life and times of Learö Hackett are as follows.
At some point after his schooling and, perhaps, further education, was complete, Learö embarked on a career as a professional soldier.  He enlisted, initially, with the Royal Munster Fusiliers and served with that regiment as a Second Lieutenant for what was a relatively short period of time but has yet to be precisely determined.  What can be ascertained, however, is that Learö’s initial military calling lasted for no longer than ten years and was, in all likelihood, probably of even a (possibly significantly) shorter duration.
What is also clear is that, some time prior to the outbreak of World War One, Learö resigned his commission with the Royal Munster Fusiliers in order to pursue a totally different career, in rubber planting on this occasion, somewhere in the East, probably the former Ceylon​[38]​, which was, of course, renamed Sri Lanka in 1972 following its repudiation of dominion status within the United Kingdom.​[39]​
In January 1916, eager to contribute to the Great War effort, Learö rejoined his old regiment, the Royal Munster Fusiliers, with a view to serving with same on whichever of the many front lines of the conflict was then occupying the company’s time, attention, and manpower.  He retained his previous rank of Second Lieutenant upon his re-entry to the division.  He was almost thirty two years old when he re-activated his British Army commission.
Soon after enlistment, although the exact date has yet to be determined, Learö was transferred to the 10th Battalion of the Royal Irish Rifles.  It has been determined that he spent the entirety of his war-time service on the Western Front.  The majority of his unit’s duties and functions were, by all known accounts, focused in and around the town of Ypres and its attendant salient.  The overall nature and extent of his combat engagements has still to be determined.
Certain pivotal facts regarding his experiences in Belgian Flanders, however, have been ascertained.  In sequential order, they are as follows.
Between 7 and 14 June 1917, 2/ Lt. Learö Hackett, by then very definitely re-deployed​[40]​ to the Royal Irish Rifles, took part, along with countless others, ​[41]​  in a week long series of battles for the capture of the Messines-Wytschaete Ridge which had been held for two years previously by the Germans.  The attacks, carried out by the British Second Army, were to comprise the single most successful British military engagement of that year, culminating, as they did, in a clear British victory.​[42]​
For the manner in which he interacted, militarily and as a figure-head for those under his command, throughout the week-long Battle of Messines Ridge, Learö was subsequently awarded a Military Cross.  The citation accompanying his award for bravery and excellence in leadership, listed in the Supplement to the London Gazette of 17 September 1917, read:
‘His majesty the King has been graciously pleased to confer the Military Cross on Temporary Lieutenant Learo (Sic) Aylmer Henry Hackett, Royal Irish Rifles (formerly Royal Munster Fusiliers), for conspicuous gallantry and devotion to duty in commanding his company during an attack.  In conjunction with another company, he knocked out an enemy strong-point, capturing thirty officers and seventy of other ranks; also five machine-guns.  Throughout the day, he set a splendid example of leadership.’​[43]​
While, militarily, undoubtedly, not of equal significance to his, quite literally, award winning performance at Messines Ridge in June 1917, Learö found himself, none the less, in 1918, caught up in the also noteworthy Kaiserschlacht, the German’s last, and very nearly successful, springtime manoeuvre aimed at forcing Allied Troops all along the Western Front to retreat from the positions they had painstakingly gained since 1914.​[44]​  Personally, however, the armed activities in French and Belgian Flanders in the first four months of 1918 proved critical, in the ‘fatal’ sense of the word, for the young man.
The Kaiser’s 1918 Spring Offensive, it was widely acknowledged at the time and has been universally conceded since, even in its least destructive form, still brought soldiers on both sides of the divide, long-servers and newcomers alike, to the very limits of their physical and psychological endurance capacities.  This, needless to say, had as much to do with its timing, then, at the end of three and a half years of some of the most appalling war-fare conditions, circumstances, strategies, battles, wounds, injuries, and fatalaties the world had ever seen as it did with the character, course, and potential outcome of its implementation for all concerned.  After all, and let it be re-said, for the British and their Allies, the Kaiserschlacht brought them to the absolute brink of defeat.  For the Germans and theirs, it almost granted them the opposite, the ultimate prize in conflict, victory on the field of battle.
The Spring Offensive, Ludendorff’s ambitious plan aiming for German victory from the trenches of four year stalemate, was dearly paid for, in a wide variety of injuries to bodies and minds, and in multiple deaths, by soldiers and other front-line participants from both sides of the conflict.​[45]​
Learö Hackett, one of the British officers who paid such a high price, was killed in action on the Western Front less than a year after his receipt of the Military Cross.  At the time of his death, he was, as was previously mentioned, still serving with his regiment in and around the town of Ypres.  Interestingly, he had, at some point in between his official recognition for bravery in June 1917 and his passing, been promoted to the rank of Captain.  Consequently, it was as Captain Learö Hackett that he was buried in Belgium alongside his comrades.
 While precise details of his and his company’s military engagements that resulted in his untimely demise have yet to be comprehensively verified, it is very likely that the unit was taking part in the Battles of the Lys, which, of course, collectively comprised the Fourth Battle of Ypres fought between 9 and 29 April 1918.  Learö died towards the end of the battle, on 24 April 1918, two months prior to what would have been his thirty fourth birthday and a mere seven months before the conflict itself ended.  In the overall context of the Kaiser’s Spring Offensive of 1918, as previously referred to, Learö’s death in action was just one of 178,000 British casualties sustained throughout that particular campaign.​[46]​
Poignantly, too, as recounted in a local newspaper at the time, Learö Hackett’s Military Cross was posthumously presented to his father, Edward Augustus, in a Military Awards Ceremony at Clonmel Barracks less than a week after the Great War ended and approximately seven months after his own death:
‘Military Presentations- Major General B. (?) J.C. Doran, C.B. Commanding Southern District will visit Clonmel on Sunday next … General Doran will take the opportunity of …handing to Mr E. A. Hackett the Military Cross won by his son, the late Captain Learo (Sic) A. H. Hackett, M.C., the Royal Irish Rifles.  Friends are invited to be present at the ceremony which will take place on the Parade Ground, Infantry Barracks, at an hour which will be notified in our Saturday edition.’​[47]​
An examination of Learö Hackett’s Medal Card Index further reveals that, a number of months after the Military Presentation just outlined, Edward Augustus applied, on 14 February 1919, to have the 1914-1915 Star posthumously awarded to his eldest son.  The Army’s response, the only one open to it as it happens, but disappointing nonetheless for Edward Augustue, clearly visible in the ‘Action Taken’ section of the same card, was to clearly write the word ‘ineligible’ on the application and inform the grieving man of the reason for same.  
One can only assume, in fact, from Edward Augustus’s somewhat naïve effort to secure the medal for his fallen son that he was unaware of the precise circumstances in which the medal was issued.  Because, technically speaking, only those British soldiers who were on active service in any of the theatres of war between 5 August 1914 and 31 December 1915 were eligible to receive the campaign medal and, as was previously referred to, Learö didn’t rejoin his regiment and enter the conflict until January 1916.  Consequently, he was, indeed, ineligible to have the medal issued in his name.​[48]​ 
Regardless of the unsuccessful outcome, nonetheless, one cannot but be struck by the pathos underpinning Edward Augustus’s efforts to fully honour his son in the aftermath of the young man’s death in action.
The eldest of the Hackett siblings, it should be noted at the end of this chronicle of his life and Great War effort, according to all readily available accounts, was unmarried at the time of his death.
Learö Hackett was buried in Grave 111A7 at Minty Farm cemetery in Langemark Poelcapelle in western Flanders.  The graveyard, needless to say, is the resting place of tens of thousands of his comrades, too, all of whom died during the numerous World War One battles in and around the town of Ypres.​[49]​  He is also commemorated, with his fallen siblings and fellow parishioners, on a Memorial Plaque in Saint Mary’s Church of Ireland in Clonmel.
Venice Clementine Henrietta Hackett, the second born child of Edward Augustus and Emilie, as noted very briefly previously, was born on 27 February 1887 at Bank Road in Milngavie, Stirlingshire, Scotland during the period when her father was working for Glasgow Corporation Waterworks.
While the family was based in Scotland at the time of her birth, Venice’s parents and older brother, Learö, were, in fact, preparing to return to Ireland soon afterwards, her father having secured the post, previously referred to,  with Kerry North Riding.  As a result, on 20 September 1887, when she was five months old, she was baptised back home in Edward Augustus’s ancestral base at Castlearmstrong, Lemanaghan, County Offaly.​[50]​
She spent the next two years of her young life with her family in Kerry.
When she was two and a half years old, in July 1887, Venice moved, with her parents and older brother, to Clonmel upon the transfer of her father’s engineering position from Kerry’s North Riding to that of Tipperary’s southern sector.
Over the next twelve years, she became sister to four additional siblings, the names of whom have previously been documented in the current article.
No further details regarding Venice’s years as a schoolgirl or, indeed, young woman, have been uncovered to date.
Accounts of her services as a First World War nurse are, however, more readily available for consideration.  They are as follows:
Venice Hackett officially registered to serve with the British Voluntary Aid Detachment in August 1916.  She was eventually approved for service as a volunteer nurse with the British Red Cross on 6 March 1917.​[51]​  In a brief aside, exactly why the selection procedure to adjudicate on her application took seven months to reach a consensus is, perhaps, worth noting at this point.  The years 1916 and 1917 were, after all, what could reasonable be called very critical times, militarily and strategically, for the Allies, and, indeed, for the central powers, and not ones that warranted overly lengthy deliberations on the suitability, or otherwise, of prospective Voluntary Aid Detachment personnel
Apparent tardy application processing notwithstanding, the detachment to which she was assigned following her eventual initial selection and appointment was ‘Tipperary 4.’  She was assigned the rank of ‘House Member.’ 
Venice, on the record, from then on, as an active ancillary nursing contributor to the First World War effort, first engaged with the wounded from the conflict fourteen months after her brother, Learö, had joined up.  At the time of her first appointment to the Voluntary Aid Detachment in the early part of 1917, she was, at age thirty, somewhat older than many of the women being accepted into same.  For, as pointed out by Lyn Macdonald, the typical age of a newly recruited VAD throughout the years 1914 to 1918 was twenty three.​[52]​
Venice’s first posting with her detachment, on 12 April 1917, was to Allied Forces Base Hospital Number 7.  Located in what had been, before the outbreak of World War One, the Hotel Christol in the city of Boulogne in northern France, the stationary British Red Cross hospital was a reasonably large facility dedicated to the care of injured and wounded Allied soldiers.  
Throughout the First World War, Base Hospitals, generally, served as an important part of the casualty evacuation chain.  Located further back from the various front lines of the conflict than, for example, Advance Dressing Stations and Casualty Clearing Stations, they were staffed, in the main, by doctors from the Royal Army Medical Corps (RAMC) and professional and volunteer nurses.  Soldiers, sailors, members of the air-force, and, occasionally, nurses injured during the war’s very many conflicts in all of its theatres of war, usually after first being assessed and treated in the various Medical Stations just previously mentioned that were situated much closer to the related front lines, were then taken further back to Base Hospitals, in France, Belgium, Britain, and, indeed, further afield, for additional care and attention.​[53]​
Base Hospitals throughout World War One tended to be physically large structures, necessary, unfortunately, for the treatment and care of the very large numbers of war-wounded military, and, to a much lesser extent, civilian personnel who continued to require their medical and/or psychological expertise, for the most part, on a daily, in other words, constant basis.  Base Hospitals were, therefore, very often, operated out of what had originally been substantial pre-war buildings such as hotels, especially those accommodating former hostelries along coast lines that were so readily accessible from the very many hospital ships that played such a large part in evacuating the wounded to countless centres of medical care and relative safety throughout the 1914 to 1918 conflict.  
The Base Hospital at the former Hotel Christol in Boulogne to which Venice was first assigned in 1917 (as its original name, still in wide use throughout the Great War, clearly indicated) was precisely that.​[54]​
Throughout the First World War, it should be noted by way of context for Venice’s Great War nursing contribution, the provision of medical treatment to wounded soldiers at stationary hospitals was generally regarded as, and actually was, somewhat less physically dangerous for health care personnel than the same task was closer to, or, indeed, on the front lines of the conflict. Boulogne, it should not be forgotten, however, was one of three entry and exit ports consistently used by the British Expeditionary Force during the years 1914-1918,​[55]​ for the last two of which Venice was stationed there. It was, consequently, simply by virtue of its strategic location, perpetually vulnerable to attack from the Germans and their allies, particularly during the 1918 Spring Offensive. 
Therefore, for Venice, her fellow health care professionals and volunteers, patients, and sundry other Army and Navy staff operating out of the significant focal point that was Boulogne throughout the entire Great War era on account of its militarily tactical position, simply because of its deep sea port and, of course, its geography relative to the English channel, fear of attack, of invasion, of conquest, by the Central Powers, whether merely widely perceived as possible and/or likely or actually about to come to pass, would have been an unwelcome and constant companion.  In other words, Allied medical personnel and, indeed, others residing in Boulogne between 1914 and 1918, in varying degrees, depending on both military threats from the enemy and personal and communal responses to same, lived and worked in a physical environment that was, quite simply, disquieting and frightening. 
Nurse Venice Hackett worked at Number 7 British Red Cross Hospital for a period of eighteen months.  She was on active service there, for example, when her elder brother, Learö, was killed in action at Ypres, roughly a mere seventy seven miles away from her own location, on 24 April 1918.
During her two years stationed at Boulogne, quite apart from ongoing terror and dread regarding personal and Allied safety, Venice, of course, like all medical personnel during the First World War, would have seen both appalling numbers and varieties of physical, mental, and/or emotional traumas and injuries that women of her class, age, and generation would have been shielded from in the ordinary course of events.  She would also have worked much harder and longer than, probably, she had ever done before or, indeed, would have done subsequently, had she survived the war.
Approximately six months after Learö’s death, on 10 October 1918, Venice was transferred from the Hotel Christol to Number 8 British Red Cross Hospital.​[56]​ 
Also referred to by two other names at the time of Venice’s re-assignment there towards the end of 1918, the Hotel des Anglais and the Baltic and Corn Exchange Hospital, Number 8 British Red Cross Hospital had previously been based in two separate locations along the Western Front.  From October 1914 until July 1915, the hospital was positioned at Calais.  Between September 1915 and December 1917, it was sited at Paris-Plage.  In January 1918, it made its third, and final, transfer to Boulogne, not very far from the position of her earlier posting at the Hotel Cristol.​[57]​
A short time before her re-assignment for nursing duties to the Hotel des Anglais,​[58]​ Venice’s family had publicly and very happily announced her engagement to a young man she had met at some point during the course of her ancillary medical care for wounded soldiers transferred to Boulogne.  The cause for celebration appeared in a number of local and national newspapers.
Venice’s fiancé was a young British Army officer.  His name was Henry Kenneth Douglas Evans.  Unless, as appears highly unlikely, there were two officers of the same name, with identical postal addresses, in the same regiment, and with the same officer army rank, Henry was born in Ffrwdgrech in Breconshire in Wales on 19 March 1886.  He was the third son of David and Emily Margaret (nee Cox) Evans. 
Henry Evans served on the Western Front throughout the First World War with the renowned cavalry regiment, the 4th (Queen’s Own) Hussars.  He held the Army rank of Captain.​[59]​  He was also the recipient of a Military Cross.  
Presumably it was at some point during his posting in that theatre of war that he first came into contact with Venice Hackett.  No further details regarding the circumstances of their initial meeting, or, indeed, the subsequent progress of their relationship, however, have been accrued to date.
Whatever the specific facts of their initial acquaintance, nonetheless, Venice and her fiancé, unfortunately, never got the opportunity to make any further wedding arrangements beyond the announcement of their future intentions in various newspapers as briefly referred to earlier in the article.  Instead, tragically, Venice became a victim of the ultimate ravages of the almost global epidemic of Spanish influenza, ‘the deadliest plague in history’,​[60]​ that, in the latter part of 1918, unbelievably, was responsible for as many deaths as was the actual 1914 -1918 conflict. 
When she transferred to the Hotel des Anglais from the Hotel Christol on 10 October 1918, it was, indeed, very likely that Venice was already feeling the serious ill effects of the Spanish Flu.  She was certainly, at that point, rapidly incubating the virus within her system.  Because, within a matter of a couple of days of taking up her new nursing position in Boulogne, she was placed on a hospital ship bound for Britain.  Apparently very ill with influenza, Venice was admitted to Saint Mary’s hospital in Marylebone in London.  Following her admission, her already perilous medical condition was quickly and further exacerbated when she contracted pneumonia.  Venice Hackett died in hospital in London on 13 October 1918.​[61]​  It is worth noting that the week during which she passed away was recorded, at the time, as the worst seven days for fatalities resulting from the Spanish Flu epidemic seen to date in the capital.​[62]​ Venice’s death certificate, issued at Saint Mary’s hospital, recorded that she died of pneumonia resulting from the influenza virus.​[63]​  She was thirty one years old when she died.  Her death occurred precisely four weeks before the ending of the Great War that had accounted for four and a quarter years of the most savage conflict the world had ever seen.
On 19 October 1918, the Clonmel Chronicle paid the following tribute to Venice Hackett in a Death Notice at announced her demise:
‘Very sincere sympathy with Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Hackett and family has been occasioned by the announcement of the death in London of Miss Venice C.H. Hackett, whose engagement to Captain (Acting Major) H.K.D. Evans, M.C., Hussars, was so recently announced.  Coming in such circumstances, and so quickly following the deaths of three​[64]​ of Mr. Hackett’s sons, two of whom fell fighting in France,​[65]​ the sad event is very much deplored amongst the people of the South Riding of Tipperary amongst whom the deceased young lady was highly esteemed.’
Venice Hackett, accorded a Commonwealth War Grave on account of her nursing contribution throughout the last two years of the conflict, was buried in the Hackett family plot at Liss cemetery in Ballycumber, County Offaly.
Her headstone, documented a number of years ago by Michael Dolan on behalf of the Commonwealth War Graves Photographic Exhibition,​[66]​ reads:
‘British Red Cross






British Red Cross Society
13 October 1918’​[67]​
Venice, together with her two brothers, is also, as earlier briefly noted, commemorated within her own locality on the Memorial Tablet in Saint Mary’s Church of Ireland in Clonmel.
Her fiancé, Henry Evans, it should be noted by way of conclusion to her personal life-story, together with Major N. O. Laing, D.S.O., in 1920, co-wrote a ‘record of the fortunes and services of the 4th (Queen’s Own) Hussars in the Great War’, the introduction to which was penned by Winston Churchill. ​[68]​ 
Eleven years after Venice’s death, in 1929, Henry married Annie Vera Thompson, Sockburn Hall, Darlington, Durham. ​[69]​  He lived for another forty four years and passed away sometime in 1973.​[70]​
Eric Adrian Nethercote Hackett, the fourth born of the family’s six children, was delivered on 6 August 1895 at Melbrooke, Clonmel, in County Tipperary.  He was baptised, by L.C. Warren, in Saint Mary’s Church of Ireland, Lismore, also in Clonmel, the second of the siblings to be received into the Church in the county, his elder sister, Geraldine, having been welcomed into same less than five years previously.​[71]​
Apart from those presented immediately above, additional facets of Eric Hackett’s early life have yet to be ascertained.  His British Army service details, however, indeed like countless others, were, by their very public nature, significantly easier to establish. As confirmed, to date, they were as follows.
Eric was initially listed as ‘joined up’ in the Supplement to the London Gazette of 22 September 1914.  With Britain having declared war on Germany only seven weeks prior to the public announcement of his enlistment, the First World War was, at that point, essentially, still at a very early stage of what was to subsequently unfold, in other words, over four further years of truly appalling ‘development’.  
Eric, by virtue of his early enlistment with the British Army in September 1914, was the first of the Hackett siblings to commit his immediate future and, indeed, his safety, his very life, to the Allied war effort.
Eric Hackett was commissioned into the 6th Battalion of the Royal Irish Regiment. Its divisional headquarters was, of course, in Clonmel, Eric’s home town since the time of his birth. He was, it is, perhaps, worth noting, only nineteen years old upon receipt of his first Great War commission.  He was assigned the officer rank of Second Lieutenant.
 As was previously noted, his brother, Learö, and sister, Venice, when they were dispatched to the front lines of the conflict, in 1916 and 1917 respectively, were positioned in Belgian Flanders and France. Eric, too, from December 1915 when he first arrived, was stationed with his battalion along the Western Front for the entirety of his various World War One encounters.
According to a number of the available records,​[72]​ Eric Hackett, in order of the relevant World War One battles as they occurred, ‘Served with Distinction’ at ‘Loos, Hulluch, Guillmont (Sic), & Ginchy.’
The Battle of Loos, it is worth remarking, waged in the Belgian town for three weeks between 25 September and 16 October 1915, remained the largest Western Front British offensive of the entire Great War campaign.  Quite apart from its vastly different military outcomes for the two opposing sides at that particular point in the overall conflict, and from a uniquely British perspective, the Battle of Loos was, of course, fateful for two additional reasons.  Notably, British troops used poisonous gas for the first time during the confrontation.  Of equal note, perhaps, human suffering from troop, and, to a lesser extent, civilian exposure to the toxic substance notwithstanding, it was also the first occasion during which Lord Kitchener’s New Army units were used in a mass combat engagement.
The scale and effort of the British Army raid at Loos throughout the entirety of its twenty one day operation there, was, unfortunately for the Allies, totally disproportionate to the ultimate outcome of the battle for the side. This, in brief, was because, despite the fact that British troops eventually successfully re-captured the town from the Germans, its casualty rates from doing so were so high and, from a military perspective, its strategy and leadership so poor, and the overall outcome so inconclusive, that the engagement was actually abandoned.  Indeed, there are still many martial experts today who would convincingly argue that vastly superior shielding manoeuvres by the Germans throughout the Battle of Loos definitively defeated the British offensive.​[73]​
To date, there may well be marginal degrees of differing specialist opinions regarding the precise nature of the result of the skirmish.  The fact remains, however, that the Battle of Loos is the first Great War confrontation at which Eric Hackett, despite having been in the field almost from its outset, can definitively be located.   According to the inscription with which he is honoured on the family tombstone, as previously briefly mentioned, he conducted himself with valour throughout the attack.
The Battle of German held Hulluch in France, although only a mile north of Belgian Loos, was fought from 27 to 29 April 1916 when the Central Power forces launched a series of gas attacks on the British Army.  The three day offensive was, in fact, one of the most heavily concentrated gas attacks of the entire First World War.​[74]​  The Germans emerged from the confrontation as clear victors.  According to the memorial dedication referred to immediately above, and regardless of its outcome, Eric served with honour during the confrontation.
Second Lieutenant Eric Hackett next took part in the Battle of Guillemont.  The beginning, of course, of the Battle of the Somme, the British offensive, fought between 3 and 6 September 1916, has been, continuously and universally subsequently and, indeed, to date, considered by interested parties to be the best Great War performance of Germany’s Army, in terms of that country’s defensive manoeuvres and tactics, on the entire Western Front.  Despite their best efforts, however, and to the great relief of the Allies, the British Army won the Battle of Guillemont.​[75]​ Here, too, according to his epitaph on the family gravestone, Eric campaigned with courage.​[76]​
Eric carried out his last combat mission at the Battle of Ginchy, less than a mile from the Somme battle waged at Guillemont a few days earlier.  As with the recently contested and hard won assault at Guillemont, the Ginchy manoeuvre was, as briefly referred to previously, the sixth of twelve conflicts that, together, made up the first Battle of the Somme. Unbelievably, with the wisdom of hindsight, that first Somme battle was waged for almost five months between 1 July and 18 November 1916.  The one day Allied Ginchy crusade of 9 September 1916 was launched with the express purpose of gaining control of the German held French village. To that end, the Allies were entirely successful.  They did, however, suffer enormous casualties throughout the conduct of the twenty four hour campaign.
It was the British Army’s 16th (Irish) Division that captured the village of Ginchy, not only on the first attempt but also within the first hour of the attack’s initial launch.  The Allied victory there was paid for, unfortunately, with the deaths of a huge number of British soldiers.​[77]​ 
Amongst the fallen at Ginchy on that fateful day for all concerned, and, as earlier intimated, was the young Second Lieutenant Eric Hackett.  He was twenty one years old when he died. He was killed in the same battle and on the same day as the poet and former Irish Parliamentary Party M.P. for east Tyrone, Captain Thomas (Tom) Kettle of the Royal Dublin Fusiliers.​[78]​  According to the family record on the Hackett tombstone, by now frequently referred to, and for the fourth time in the context of Eric, he displayed his customary bravery during his final stand at Ginchy.
Eric was the first of the Hackett siblings to lay down his life for the Great War effort.  He died just before the first anniversary of his initial commission into the British Army.  Serving for the previous year as a Second Lieutenant, because he was still at that rank when he was killed in action at Ginchy, he had already ‘defied the odds’ by virtue of the duration of his very survival.  This was because all Second Lieutenants throughout the First World War, holders of the lowest commissioned officer rank, were always the first responders in combat, leading their platoons over the lips of the countless trenches that festooned its very many battlefields.​[79]​ 
Like Captain Tom Kettle, Second Lieutenant Eric Hackett has no known grave.  His Great War service is, however, acknowledged in three distinct locations.  
The first of these, the memorial inscription, dedicated to him by his parents following his death in battle, on the Hackett family tombstone in Liss cemetery in Ballycumber, County Offaly, has earlier been observed.
He is, fittingly, commemorated on the Thiepval Memorial​[80]​Plaque on the Somme in France, together with his comrades, some 72,194 officers and men of the British and South African forces, all of whom fell in battle in the region between the years 1914 and 1918, and are, likewise, registered there.
His World War One service is thirdly recorded, as previously noted in the context of his two siblings, on the Memorial Tablet in Saint Mary’s Church of Ireland in Clonmel.
Poignantly, on 14 February 1919, twenty nine months subsequent to his death in action, and just three months after the armistice, his father, Edward Augustus, applied to have Eric awarded the 1914-1915 Star.  His request is clearly noted on Eric’s medal Card Index.​[81]​ So, too, is the official response.  Eric was posthumously awarded the medal, in direct contrast with the response to a similar request on behalf of his brother, Learö, also made by their father, and previously referred to, simply because he was logged as having arrived in France in December 1915, thereby satisfying, by the narrowest of margins for receipt of same, the officially specified requirement for members of the armed forces of having been present in one of the theatres of war prior to 31 December 1915.
Eric, a month beyond his twenty first birthday at the time of his death, was not only the first but also the youngest of the Hackett siblings to sacrifice his life for the Great War effort.  He had survived for the least amount of time, too, in total, a mere nine months on its Western Front. 
Finally, two questions remain to be answered.
Firstly, what of the nature and extent, if, indeed, any, of the First World War contributions made by each and all of the three Hackett  children who variously participated in, and to, the event?
Arising from the question immediately above, of course, is a second query that is, on one level, simpler, and, on another, much more difficult to answer.  Was the individual and collective ultimate sacrifice made by the three siblings worth the price that they, their family, friends, and communities paid in terms of all their subsequent ‘undone years’?
In attempting to measure the roles and inputs of Learö, Venice, and Eric Hackett throughout their individual Great War campaigns, the ensuing factual observations can be made.
Captain Learö Hackett served for a total of twenty months on the Great War’s Western Front prior to his death in action on 24 April 1918 while taking part in the Fourth Battle of Ypres.  Less than a year earlier, in June 1917, his commitment, courage, leadership, and tactical skill had been severely measured and tested during the Battle for Messines Ridge.  He was widely regarded as having met the various challenges he encountered there with gallantry and honour because he was subsequently awarded the British Army’s Military Cross for his conduct during same.  With a total of only 37,081 Military Crosses awarded during the whole of World War One,​[82]​ the distinction of the award is immediately apparent.  Simply put, Learö Hackett, in the midst of battle, was adjudged a hero by his superior officers, peers, and subordinates.  There can be no greater measure of his conduct and person.
Nurse Venice Hackett attended the wounded in battle for an aggregate of eighteen months, from April 1917 to October 1918, in the general vicinity of her older brother, Learö, although she was stationed, as previously documented, in Boulogne in France and he was in and about the Ypres salient in Belgium.  She won no medal for her work throughout this time.  Similarly, she was never, to the best of the author’s knowledge, mentioned in despatches from senior officers in the field. What is beyond question regarding her ongoing nursing experiences throughout the entirety of her time at the two base hospitals in the city in which she served, however, because those realities were universal to all medical and ancillary staff from 1914 to 1918, is that she endured varying unpleasant degrees of deprivation, hunger, thirst, cold, fatigue, discomfort, hard physical work, emotional trauma, danger, and fear while doing so.  Very few, if any, women, it is particularly worth noting, of her age and social class, would have previously encountered anything like the physical and psychological hardships they suffered throughout the conflict while caring for injured and dying soldiers, sailors, air force personnel, and, to a lesser extent, medical staff and civilians in all of the Great War’s combat zones.  That Venice Hackett ‘remained at her post’ near the western front lines of the battle for a full year and a half prior to her collapse and, indeed, up to two days immediately before she died of Spanish influenza and pneumonia is, surely, testament, firstly, to the nature of her heroism and character and, secondly, the extent of her commitment to the injured in body and/or mind whom she served there.
Second Lieutenant Eric Hackett was, as earlier noted, the first of the siblings to enter the Great War’s Western Front lines.  He was, as also previously detailed, the first Hackett to die in battle.  Of the three siblings who variously assisted the Allied forces during the conflict, despite having been killed in action within a month of Learö’s arrival nearby and seven months prior to Venice’s, also in close proximity (as was often the case within families and communities, and amongst friends, not just in that particular theatre of war between the years 1914 and 1918 but on a much wider scale), Eric was the longest serving of the Hackett family members to assist the Allied cause.  Almost to the day, he attended for two years, from September 1914 to September 1916, in France and Flanders.
Like Venice, Eric was never awarded a Military Medal for his conduct throughout the various battles in which he fought.  Likewise, he was not singled out for commendation in dispatches.  Nonetheless, those two general recognitions of bravery were not, it is, perhaps, worth acknowledging, the only means by which men’s and women’s individual deportments in that war’s numerous combats and related dangerous and hostile environments could be determined and evaluated, either contemporaneously or, indeed, subsequently.  Eric Hackett’s unwavering presence and performance on the battlefields at Loos, Hulluch, Guillemont, and Ginchy between the years 1914 and 1916 was, surely, equal in exemplification of his valour, allegiance, and personal worth throughout that pivotal two year time frame. 
Their family and local community were certainly in no doubt as to the depth of their recognition and appreciation of the nature and extent of the individual and collective involvements of Learö, Venice, and Eric Hackett in the ‘Great War for Civilisation’.  This is clear both from the inscriptions regarding each of the three siblings on the family grave in Liss Churchyard in Ballycumber and the Memorial Tablet in Saint Mary’s Church of Ireland in Clonmel.  
The most significant First World War contribution of the two brothers and their sister was, however, the surrender of their young lives, their futures, their unfulfilled potentials and possibilities, on, and close-by, the battlefields of its Western Front.
This, it is hoped, completes a consideration of the first and, at the same time, raises the second of the two questions asked as a means of concluding the article.
By way of brief reminder, the second query in relation to the deaths in action​[83]​ of Learo, Venice, and Eric Hackett raised the issue, simultaneously immensely simple and incredibly complex, of the ‘human cost’ of the 1914 to 1918 conflict as applied, particularly, to each and all of the three fallen siblings and, by extension, all who knew and loved them.  
Specifically, it posed for consideration the issue of whether the separate and combined ‘supreme surrender’ of their young lives to the World War One cause was, in some way, valuable or meaningful because of what it helped to achieve in terms of outcomes as laid down in some (largely undefined and unarticulated, it could be observed) military and ideological rules of engagement by the Allies.  This, it should be noted, although it is only intended to pursue the matter briefly in the current context, introduces the notions of both the ‘morality’ and ‘sensibility’ of engagement with the conflict, for individuals, families, communities, nations, and, indeed, the wider world. 
Perhaps it is sufficient for now to rephrase the second question in three component parts. These are as follows. At the time, and, indeed, subsequently, could the deaths of Learö, Venice, and Eric Hackett be considered to constitute what John Horne​[84]​ recently referred to as ‘part of the necessary sacrifice’ by which the Allies won the First World War? If so, does this justify their deaths, to family, friends, their local community, to all who have encountered their existences since? In some way, can it actually compensate for their loss?
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